
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

PREGL ANNOUNCES FURNACE MATE™ HOT ZONE PROJECT.

NO CHAMBER MODIFICATION NEEDED FOR NEW HOT ZONE INSTALL.

JANESVILLE, Wisconsin (November 3, 2014) – Pregl Services, Inc. (Pregl), providers
of comprehensive aftermarket support to the thermal processing industry, today
announced they were recently contracted to replace a large vacuum furnace hot zone
with a new Pregl Furnace Mate™ Hot Zone.

A major concern for this Midwestern customer, a significant heat treater in the tooling
industry, was being able to install a new hot zone without having to modify their existing
furnace chamber. Pregl conducted a full on-site inspection and analysis to collect and
verify all engineering data for this project. “To maximize the performance of your
furnace, all Pregl Furnace Mate™ Hot Zones are specifically engineered to match the
form, fit and function of your original hot zone with no modifications to your chamber”,
said President of Pregl Services, Andrew Pregl. The newly hand-crafted Pregl Furnace
Mate™ Hot Zone will be built at Pregl’s facility in Janesville, Wisconsin.

To learn more about Pregl’s new and rebuilt hot zones, and replacement parts for major
vacuum furnace brands from Pregl Express Parts™, please visit www.pregl.com or call
608.314.8260.

# # #

Pregl Services, Inc. was founded in 1997 by experienced vacuum furnace professionals to provide
reliable, expedient, cost-effective, value-added repair, rebuild and reconditioning services to the thermal
processing industry; which minimize downtime, reduce operating costs, improve operating efficiencies
and maximize equipment longevity. Pregl has developed its vacuum furnace expertise into
comprehensive aftermarket support that includes: Furnace Repair, Rebuild and Reconditioning; New
Pregl Furnace Mate™ Hot Zones; Hot Zone Repair, Rebuild and Reconditioning; Vacuum Pump Repair,
Rebuild and Reconditioning; Pregl Vacuum Furnace Control Systems and Pregl Express Parts™ - the
company’s private label parts inventory for vacuum furnaces which includes molybdenum, graphite,
vacuum pump parts and oil, and ceramics. For more information, please visit us at www.pregl.com
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